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Advanced Regents Diplomas—Further Analysis 
 Details, Details, and More Details 

 

by Fred Cohen 
 
Our December Newsletter began with this assertion about Advanced Re-
gents Diplomas: “To some, the most essential data points in analyzing a 
school district are its ability to graduate the highest percentage of stu-
dents and to do so with the highest quality diplomas possible.” This edi-
tion of the Instructional Data Warehouse (IDW) Newsletter shows how 
the IDW can be used to further analyze school district success in the most 
detailed and expansive way. 
 

Note that when NYSED’s School Report Card site was updated to in-
clude the 2019 graduating class, the IDW included these data as well.  
And just as the School Report Card allows for a selection of Cohorts, so 
does the IDW.  But the IDW allows the user to get a historical perspec-
tive as well.  
 

But NYSED’s filtering system only allows users to parse or disaggre-
gate data from the 2019 graduating class. In other words, The School 
Report Card allows the user to add students who entered ninth grade in 
2014 who graduated in five years, or students who entered in 2013 and 
graduated in six years, but were still part of the 2019 graduating class. 
  
Of course, the IDW also allows for this addition, but the IDW also allows  
users to compare this year’s graduating class (2019) to last year’s 
graduating class (2018).  In fact, whenever possible, the IDW is dedicat-
ed to analyzing school district data in three ways for the most detailed 
analysis.  Compare yourself to yourself (last year’s results), compare 
yourself to everyone else (Nassau County results), and then disaggre-
gate the data by subgroups. 

School Report Card Filters 

IDW Filters  
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All three of these detailed analyses are not only possible in the IDW, but fully encouraged as 
well. To its credit, the School Report Card also allows for disaggregation by subgroup, but the 
only comparisons available are to New York State at large.  Of course, one can look up each 
of the 44 districts in Nassau County separately (12 of the 56 districts have no high school stu-
dents), but, short of that laborious task, there is no district to district analysis possible.  
 

The beauty of the IDW report structure is that it takes School Report Card data from all dis-
tricts and places these data at the user’s fingertips in an instant. Even better, the IDW presents 
all district data in two formats—chart and table—making the details come alive no mat-
ter what the preference of the user. In addition, each report includes a state and county 
benchmark at the beginning of each report. 
 

Now let’s look at some detailed views of the IDW’s Comparison of Diploma Types report. 
(Although all of the data are public information published on the School Report Card site, dis-
trict names will not be shown for the purposes of this Newsletter.) Let’s assume a district 
wants to compare itself to a number of districts using percent of Advanced Regents Diplo-
mas as the chosen criterion. The report output might look like the one below: 

The Home district, Nassau County and NY State are clearly labeled as the first three columns. 
The remaining columns are the five districts selected for comparison. The legend at the upper 
right of the of this stacked column chart shows the types of diplomas earned and the empty 
space above each column shows the percentage of students who either dropped out, transferred 
to a GED program, are still enrolled, or earned a non-diploma credential. These “non-grads” 
should be considered in evaluating district progress. Now compare the results below from the 
2014 cohort graduating in 2018. 

Nassau 
County 

Home  
District 

NY 
State  

                         Five selected comparable Districts 
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What should be obvious at the outset is that yearly fluctuations occur in all districts in both the 
percentage of the cohort that earned an Advanced Regents Diploma and in the percentage of 
non-grads.  Note especially how the first two of the five comparable districts changed relative 
rankings in terms of Advanced Regents Diploma rates between 2018 and 2019.  And also note 
that the Home district increased its Advanced Regents Diploma percentage when compared to 
the Nassau County benchmark which is typically more stable than the yearly fluctuations of a 
single district. If a more detailed listing of the exact percentages is needed, a table follows each 
chart with the actual percentages noted. 
 
But a look at disaggregated data (by subgroups) is revealing. Let’s now take a look at a dis-
aggregation by ethnicity, specifically the Hispanic subgroup. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is clear how well the Home district’s Hispanic students are doing in terms of total students 
graduating and students earning the highest credential, the Advanced Regents Diploma. The 
Advanced Regents Diploma rate is almost double the County’s, and the percent of non-grads 
also is far superior to the County. Similarly the Home district fares quite well when compared 
to all but one of the five selected similar districts.  
 
But a final comparison should be made to be certain the five districts chosen have subgroup 
populations of sufficient number to make a fair comparison. 
 
                             As can be seen, the Home district 

has over 90 Hispanic students 
earning diplomas, and the five 
comparable districts have be-
tween 26 and 77 students in the 
Hispanic subgroup earning diplo-
mas.  Some districts may have 
very high diploma rates but only 
minuscule subgroup populations. 
 
 

Each district should make yearly comparisons of all subgroups of a reasonable size to ensure 
that all populations are being served. The Nassau County benchmark is available on all compar-
ison reports to give districts this handy benchmark.  In some cases, especially when the econom-
ically disadvantaged population of a district is more comparable to the NY State percentage of 
economically disadvantaged students (58%), a comparison to the NY State benchmark may be 
more appropriate. Nassau County’s economically disadvantaged rate is only 33% making the 
State benchmark a more realistic comparison for districts with very high poverty rates. 

Home District 
Nassau County 
NY State 
Five Comparable 
Districts 

Home  
District 

Nassau 
County 

NY 
State  

                         Five selected comparable Districts 
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It is always worth remembering that the key to analyzing data is to make all three key compari-
sons recommended above. The IDW Diploma Type Report structure allows the user to com-
plete all three with ease. First, compare current results to past results. Then compare current re-
sults to the Nassau County Benchmark (and/or to any specific districts selected).  Finally, the 
IDW allows each user to create a detailed analysis of all the ESSA subgroups for which each 
district is held accountable. 
 
In some cases, the chart report is the ideal structure to view district data. If a more detailed and 
fine grain look is required, a table format is also provided.  We hope this flexible and timely 
report provides sufficient information to fully track all districts’ progress in whatever detail is 
required. 
 
 
 
 
As always, IDW personnel are available to provide telephone assistance and in-district training 
for any district seeking to learn more about this newsletter or about other best practices for the 
IDW. Call Fred Cohen at 608-6640, Meador Pratt at 608-6612, Stephanie Witt at 608-
6623, Tammy Mazza at 608-6633, or Richard Nathan at 516 971-7532 (cell) to schedule a 
training session or to discuss any Instructional Data Warehouse questions. 


